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Introduction
DigitalFlyer® is the first tokenized multi-chain community business marketplace, utilising both Polygon
and Avalanche networks, through its utility Community Business Token (CBT) and now its DigitalFlyer®
Governance Token (DFGT).
The core beliefs and fundamentals of DigitalFlyer® and CBT are rooted in a business world in which
blockchain technology plays an important role in business marketing. New avenues of doing transparent
business, and access to alternative financial support and incentives, are now needed.
Communities lie at the core of our daily existence. Successful communities mean quality living. In a
community, everyone has a role to play, and it can only work for the collective if we all work together.
Communities’ members, however, are facing challenges on a daily basis. The goal here is to establish a selfsustainable and working model, solving our community challenges from a business level all the way down
to the needs of community members. These challenges are unfortunately not being adequately met by
government; thus we are focusing on how we can solve challenges, addressed below as a community.
The business community is experiencing unprecedented technological changes, as well as the rapid expansion
of multiple social media avenues, requiring an easy-to-use, affordable, and transparent marketing solution.
DigitalFlyer®’s effective and distributed-marketing platform will fit into every businesses’ needs and adapt
to the rapidly changing buyers’ requirements. DigitalFlyer® is already an operational marketplace with active
subscribed members, and with the addition of DFGT, it will now provide even more advanced marketing
services via its new blockchain-based platform and tokenized service offerings.

The core focus and mission of DigitalFlyer® and CBT is to assist community businesses and projects
entering the digital world with simple, professional, affordable, and supported marketing efforts while
introducing a new community-interactive approach.
DigitalFlyer® has created and delivered a best-in-class marketing platform that will propel community-driven
businesses into a sustainable and thriving economy, enabling any type of business to enter and expand its
digital footprint!
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The challenge: Establishing self-sustaining communities
A community is an area where people settle down and make their home. Communities are typically formed
as a result of larger corporations, such as mines or industrial areas, creating jobs. People soon start dividing
according to their economic status, and suburbs form, a little further away from the corporate action.
As a community starts developing, other smaller corporates or industries move closer to where the people
stay. These include food chains, clothing chains, churches, schools, and so forth.
It is during this process that community businesses are formed. These are individual entrepreneurs such as
gardening services, electricians, plumbers, the neighbourhood home baker, the local street vendor and so on.
As communities are formed and divided, it is not long before we find social troubles, or rather needs,
developing. As an example, people losing jobs and businesses closing down due to an economic downturn.
This is usually when we start seeing various community projects being established, such as feeding schemes,
more affordable education and the need for mental or personal coping assistance.

We can use a more educated explanation but this is not the purpose of this whitepaper. The purpose
is to set the scene for the problems our communities face on a daily basis and how the DFGT project is
addressing this from a completely different angle.

What does a community require?
A community generally requires three main support pillars to survive, grow, and become a self-sustaining
and healthy community – We are not addressing challenges from a government standpoint; instead, we are
looking at the ground level and how we can solve problems with what we have as a community. Communities
will always have resources and needs; resources that, when used effectively, can meet the needs of a
community.
• Pillar 1: Support
While quality education has become more difficult to achieve and is only available to the upper middle class
and wealthy, our communities’ lower income bracket is growing. People require basic necessities, such as
adequate living conditions, food, clothing and employment.
If a community lacks a proper, well-managed support system, crime and suicide rates rise, and we are
confident that we do not need to explain the results further.
Members of the community who do not receive adequate support lose hope and their sense of self-worth. It’s
not a good place to be, for any individual and their surroundings.
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• Pillar 2: Education
When we talk about education, we don’t just mean getting a child through school with a proper education
program; we also mean giving adults the opportunity to learn more, improve their existing skill sets, or even
learn a new skill set.
Opportunity is critical for any individual who is willing to put in the extra effort. We see so many cases of
young adults or children who have the potential to become the next Einstein, president, or inventor but never
get the chance, not due to their own fault, but because of the community in which they live.
We need communities’ assistance to ensure these individuals have access to those opportunities, not
government-related incentives or actions, as we know this does not work. We understand that not everyone
will be successful or even take the opportunity, and that is fine; not everyone can or will be the next Elon
Musk, Steven Hobs, CEO (Chief Executive Officer), or CFO (Chief Financial Officer); but the community still
requires those to function properly. Many people are content and happy to earn their wages or salaries and
live simple and happy lives.
• Pillar 3: Wellbeing
When an individual feels comfortable in their own space or environment and has everything they need, they
do not need handouts or a multitude of programs to be happy. A happy person creates a happy environment,
which spreads to those around them.
As our societies deteriorate, so do our community members’ mental health, resulting in drug abuse, spousal
abuse, rising crime, and, worst of all, suicide.
Ensuring that community members have access to mental, relational, personal, rehabilitation, and similar
services will ensure that community members receive the assistance they require. This assistance does not
only take the form of psychiatry and medications, but also involves working on a level of self-healing, guiding
them to find themselves and, more importantly, understanding that there are options.
Stating the above should not imply that it is only individuals, couples, or families who face challenges. We
must also address the challenges that society present, namely “keeping up with the Joneses,” as it were.
Without even mentioning the pandemic, social media has posed a significant challenge. Being social is at
the heart of human nature. The aforementioned challenges result in individuals distancing themselves and
becoming detached. The more people who fall into this trap, the more fractured our communities become.

To summarise, give someone their self-esteem back, give them hope, and you will never have to do
charity work for them again. Bring a community together, and you will never have to be concerned
about its health or wealth.
The term “Community Business” used here, refers to local SME and service providers within a community,
such a plumber, an electrician, tree-fellers, garden services, the local baker, a coffee shop, and so forth.

Community businesses are critical to a community’s success.
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What are some of the biggest challenges both community
businesses and community projects face today?
1. Financial Assistance
The first thought that usually comes to mind is financial assistance, which is not wrong. However, we need to
look at this in a different way. Just because money is the focus, doesn’t mean it is the only solution. Visibility
of their serivice offering, within their community, is sometimes all that is required, to ensure growth. The lack
of opportunity and support are key factors, resulting in business and project failure.
Why do social programs, government aids and NGO’s or NPO’s not deliver long term results? And why are
our communities getting worse, even if there are all these “feel good” projects and world aids initiating
multiple projects? The first word that comes to mind is corruption! Other words that come to mind are selfgain and self-gratification.
Giving has become a curse word in our communities; the more you give, the more it demands – So why do
we simply give rather than teach or, in a better word, enable our community members.
When a community stops giving just because they feel emotionally responsible, and instead start to consider
options to enable, you will see how quickly our communities will rid themselves of beggars, thieves, etc. –
many of whom will never stop, but will move to communities that are still stuck in the old ways of giving.
Do you believe that governments around the world are responsible for the state of our communities, families,
and individual members? NO and NO and NO again! The state of our communities is directly linked to
each community member being the best version of themselves and, more importantly, participating in their
communities’ challenges through some of the methods we have already discussed. When a community
functions properly, the government can continue to do their job, and community members will ensure that all
three pillars in their community are functioning properly.

We believe the solution should be, teaching communities to be self-sustaining!
2. Marketing and Technological changes
Marketing used to be as simple as a radio commercial, a newspaper advertisement, distributing thousands of
flyers, or simply word-of-mouth. This worked perfectly for community businesses, but in recent years, this has
changed dramatically due to marketing agencies, evolving technology, and, by far, the launch of various social
media channels. Today, it has become a highly skilled industry to execute properly.
Reaching your target audience used to be simple, but the digital footprint requirement has made it nearly
impossible for community businesses to know where to focus and how to adapt marketing strategies, not to
mention the dawn of competition, the challenges of Covid-19, as well as uncertain economic climates. Social
media has also added a further challenge to business owners, as far as the cost and understanding of its
functioning and role it plays in marketing.
Does this imply that marketing is no longer required?
Of course not; it simply means that community businesses require a strategic partner and a cost-effective
method to keep up with rapidly changing buyer behaviour. In today’s digital age, however, the digital
footprint of a community business plays a very important part in its success.
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Buyers no longer want to wait; the “instant noodle” and “drive-through” effect has altered consumer
behaviour; they want something, they want to find it online, and they want it now. Instant gratification.
Business owners on the other hand want recurring customers, consistent cash flow, and, most importantly,
visibility. They want a quick and easy way to manage the flow of new and recurring business.
Marketing should, however, not be a large cost outlay or overhead for these businesses, nor should it be a
time-consuming uninformed marketing exercise. With the available tools and technology, there must surely
be a simpler way for these business owners to quickly and easily deliver their service in a professional and
timely manner, at very affordable rates.

Up to 50% of all income goes towards
the community FUND

DigitalFlyer
Community
FUND

Paid
Business
Members

Community
Projects

Community projects are assisted for a period of up to 12 months

SUPPORT

EDUCATION

Wellbeing

Setting the trend
The next big question is how our project envisions to overcome the above stated challenges?
Community businesses are critical to a community’s success; however, community members’ support to
these businesses and pillar structure is vital to the successful execution and, more importantly, establishing a
generational self-sustaining growth in communities.
You should be able to see the pattern by now.

COMMUNITY is everything; everyone has a role to play, and it can only work when all community
members work together.
So, let’s address a critical question that is on everyone’s minds: “But I don’t have the funds to do all of these
things, I can barely keep my own head above water, how are we supposed to accomplish this?”
This is the fundamental core of DFGT and what we aim to accomplish – To enable and connect community
needs and resources – Generating enough funds to ensure a solid kick-off but more importantly, establish a
disruptive environment to the traditional way of thinking and doing things.
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What is DigitalFlyer®?
DFGT is the governance component of the larger project, DigitalFlyer® and CBT, which returns control to the
community. Our DFGT holders will be able to participate in the project on a variety of levels, including having
their votes counted, earning dividends, staking rewards, and more (details to follow).
DigitalFlyer® is a community-focused business marketplace that offers a solution that can be used by any
size business, from a start-up entrepreneur with no online experience to a SME, looking to market, promote,
or sell its products, goods, or services.
Any entrepreneur can launch their digital footprint by self-creating and managing their own webpage, and
online store, with sales and statistical reporting, 3rd party integration for accounting systems and payment
merchants, as well as marketing activities such as social media integration, exhibitions and more. It also
enables existing retailers and businesses to expand their digital footprint and online presence, allowing them
to reach more potential buyers faster.
Making it easy: You don’t need to be a marketing guru or technical expert to sell or promote your products
or manage your business page. For both business owners and buyers, the platform offers an easy-to-use web
and mobile interface, an integrated solution, making buying and selling quick and easy.
Making it affordable: Marketing or sales tools can be very expensive but now with DigitalFlyer®, any size
business can afford it. The cost per year is only $80. When selling products, tickets, or services through the
platform, no other fees or commissions are charged.
Extra functionality: Business page (web page), e-commerce, appointment bookings and events booking, all
from one, easy to manage platform, with more tools and functionalities to be developed.
A solid foundation has already been built, with all of the critical and urgent elements in operation. Going
forward, it’s all about improving both the seller and buyer experiences and adding more advanced features to
further streamline the needs and experience of the business owner.

DigitalFlyer® modules, services and functionalities:
DigitalFlyer® strives to provide the best technology through the most user-friendly interface for both
business and purchasing members.

Current and future features:

• Multi-Currency:
Sellers can transact across borders and integrate with some of the most popular online FIAT payment
merchants using a real-time currency converter. DigitalFlyer® offers the option of being paid in both FIAT
and Cryptocurrencies.
• Content Management:
The simple to use backoffice enables any entrepreneur to quickly and easily add, edit, or delete any content
related to their business information, images, banner, products, events, and appointment schedules in real
time.
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• Customer Order Management:
With real-time order tracking and notification, sellers can track order requests, orders placed, and even
payments received or outstanding if a valid payment gateway is used. Quick quote and invoice processing will
be available soon via the newly innovated POS (Point of Sale) app interface.
• Multi-Cart Checkout:
Buyers can browse and add items from multiple vendors to a single cart before checking out in a single order.
Buyers can choose to pay in FIAT or Cryptocurrencies if a seller has enabled crypto acceptance.
• Multiple Payment Gateways:
DigitalFlyer® is striving to constantly implement the best suited integrated payment gateway solutions for
both buyers and sellers.
• Integrated Courier Services:
Our integrated courier service will allow sellers to ship directly to their buyers after they have placed an order
on the platform.
• Accounting:
With advanced reporting, exporting, and an accounting management function built in, business owners can
keep track of sales and reporting reports while exporting sales data for accounting system integration.
• Smart Wallet Management:
Use the DigitalFlyer® blockchain wallet to manage transactions, earn rewards, spend and receive payments.
Integration with other wallets is also possible via the API option.
• Smart Social Media Integration:
Sellers can quickly and easily choose a product or business profile and launch a cross-channel promotion
on integrated social media platforms like Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and WhatsApp or Telegram business
groups.
• Product Management:
Sellers can track and manage stock, create variants for a single product, and receive product reviews.
• Rewards/Loyalty Program:
By selling or buying through the platform, both the buyer and seller benefit by providing sellers with their
own loyalty program without the costly and time-consuming setup and management of a similar program.
• Affiliation Program:
Telling others about DigitalFlyer® and allowing them to sign up using your unique referral link pays off. Earn
up to 50% of membership fees, which are recurring each year when they renew their membership. Follow the
project’s channels for further features and business information.
• Business Launchpad:
Many entrepreneurs and start-ups require extra help, whether it is to raise funds or find mentors or investors.
Entrepreneurs and business owners can list their projects, needs, and more on the DigitalFlyer® Business
launchpad to gain much-needed exposure.
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• “Angel’s Den” Incubation Program:
Our start-up incubator is a program for new businesses. Designed to assist start-ups in their early stages
of development by providing digitization, seed funding, mentoring, and marketing assistance. After the
DigitalFlyer® panel has evaluated and approved your business concept, we will step in to help you make your
vision a reality. This program’s sole purpose is to assist entrepreneurs in growing their businesses.
• External Marketing Partnerships:
Our industry professionals will work together to create the most effective marketing campaigns. We will help
you reach your target market and build your brand through billboards, print media, social media marketing,
radio and television ads, and more.

Partnerships:
DigitalFlyer® is constantly expanding on partnerships and new implementations, expanding not only its
service offering but also its global reach.
Current partners:
• My Gold Plus
• Sage
• Netcash
• SmartWallet
• Latoken
• Indoex
• Bitsten
• Coingecko
• CoinMarketCap
• AWS (Amazon)
• OpenSea
• DigitalOcean
• AliteProjects
• NSBC (National Small Business Chamber)
The goal of DigitalFlyer® is to enable any business to be where buyers hang out during and after business
hours; to be visible and accessible. The ideal buyer-seller match.

FIND and be FOUND – ENABLE and CONNECT!

For a business owner to stand out, a quick, dependable, profitable and high-quality service is needed.
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How does a community business owner accomplish this?
Using the DigitalFlyer® marketplace, community business owners can provide searching buyers with concise
information about who they are and what they offer, while also providing the potential buyer with direct
access and quick methods to contact a seller via all of the most popular communication channels. There’s
no need for costly marketing, web development, or time-consuming market information updates, nor does
the business owner require technical experience. They must simply be able to read English and provide the
business information required, to build their pages.
Sellers can easily interact on all their social media channels, and customers can give a rating and provide
feedback for your business. The direct ordering and purchasing process on the DigitalFlyer® marketplace
platform makes it easy for customers to buy from you.

The next evolution in marketing:
Be there before they ask for it!

The social media space and new AI (Artificial Intellingence) technology can provide buyer actions before
traditional marketers are aware of them. As a result, it is necessary to understand the role of AI in the social
media era, as well as the interactions and actions of the “new-era” consumer. What are they researching,
where do they interact most, what catches their attention? Knowing this will give any business the extra edge
in this fast-paced competitive world. Ensuring your adverts are seen by those searching for your services.
Business owners should not need to struggle with staying ahead of the marketing game, but rather with
improving the customer experience through quality service. The time saved through our platform can and will
deliver this as a reality through the DigitalFlyer® marketplace.
As already mentioned, with the rapid expansion of the digital era, all our community businesses need to be
digitally accessible. This is achieved through the platform, enabling any business to quickly create a webpage,
e-commerce platform, events and access to appointment bookings management at a very affordable cost of
$80 per year. With its already implemented affiliation program, any individual or organization has the ability
to generate an income. This is how this project is already giving back to community members.

The structure is simple for the affiliation program:
1. Community members: FREE*
Anyone who registers receives their own referral code. They give this to a business member, and once that
business member becomes a paid member, the individual receives a referral commission of 12,5%.
2. Community agents: FREE*
Approved marketers or agents have the same option as point 1 but they receive 30% commission instead of
the standard 12,5% - There are certain criteria to meet in order to receive this higher referral rate.
3. Community Projects: FREE*
Approved registered NGO’s and NPO’s never pay to use the full system as a business member. Furhermore,
they get 50% commission when they get business members to register for a paid account, using their referral.
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***FREE, meaning the agent does not require any capital input or paid membership to participate and earn.

Why are we doing this and giving so much of the
income away?
The answer is two-fold and simple:
1. Our core is growing and enabling communities, providing income opportunities to those who want to
participate. In a sense, job creation.
2. Through this, we are expanding the sales footprint of the platform without heavy overheads. When any of
the 3 affiliation participants perform, they earn, and the business grows.
This is a long term and sustainable business model. There will always be community businesses requiring this
service. It’s a numbers business, not a “get rich by overcharging” for services that shouldn’t be overcharged
for. The more users, the more businesses - the more businesses the higher the income.

In summary, DigitalFlyer® evolved from an MVP (minimal viable product) in 2018 to the fastest
growing, and fully operational marketplace solution in 2021.
The DigitalFlyer® project has achieved the roadmap deliverables, including:
1. DigitalFlyer® holds 3 trademarks in South Africa: See Patent Journal Publication here.
a. The paper plane icon
b. The logo
c. The word DigitalFlyer
2. A running concern with paying business members
a. DigitalFlyer
3. Fully functional marketplace with its own unique app
a. iOS download
a. Google Play download
4. Fully functional CBT wallet
a. CBT Wallet, also integrated with MetaMask
5. Already sold NFTs and more available
a. CBT NFT collection on OpenSea
6. Already trading on 3 exchanges
a. Latoken
b. Indoex
c. Bitsten
7. A strong, and still growing, community following
a. For all social media channels, click here.
8. Active community projects
a. More about the projects we follow, click here.
9. Various Community Business Expo’s hosted, click here.
CBT and DigitalFlyer® featured in:
.
https://medium.com/
.
https://thecapital.io/
.
https://bitcoinik.com/
.
https://blockonews.com/
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Blockchain

What is blockchain?
Blockchain is, in simple terms, a decentralized ledger (unlike banks that make use of a centralized system).
The virtual blocks are storage units for digital information about transactions (e.g. date, time, amount, and
parties engaging in the transactions). Each block includes a unique code called a hash that allows it to be
distinguished from every other block.
As new transactions are made, new blocks are added to the end of a chain, which is a public database
available for anyone to view. Blockchain technology is broadcast off a P2P (peer to peer) system of nodes,
making it more anonymous and secure than other forms of payment. Because each block contains a unique
hash, the data cannot easily be altered or hacked.

Blockchain and loyalty rewards
Blockchain is designed for storing transactional data. It is secure and decentralized. It improves customer
experience significantly by allowing them to access most, if not all, of their loyalty rewards programs in one
digital wallet. In short, loyalty rewards are a type of digital currency. It is only natural to conclude that the
same technology that enables the most well-known digital currency, Bitcoin, which is used to trade, exchange
for services or goods, and convert to fiat currency (traditional currency), could do the same for loyalty reward
points.
Blockchain allows reward program providers, administrators, system managers and customers etc. to interact
in one system without a middle-man and without compromising privacy. For loyalty reward program

providers we believe that blockchain streamlines the execution and administration of their programs
with near-real-time transparency, resulting in cost savings.

For small businesses, being part of a larger network, provides them with a greater opportunity for growth. By
using blockchain technology we can connect the largely disconnected world of loyalty reward programs. It
reduces costs, eliminates disagreement between the service provider and the customer, brings loyalty rewards
crediting and redemption into near-real-time, provides a more secure environment, and facilitates business
relationships.

Unlike traditional rewards points, these tokens never expire.

Advantages to this type of system:
1. Decentralized systems
Blockchain tokens cannot expire as they are recorded publicly on the blockchain. The issuing company cannot
take away those tokens due to company policy changes. This has great benefits for the consumer who does
not have to worry about their points expiring before they can use them. As a result, businesses will gain
greater customer loyalty by providing an easy to use and transparent customer experience.
2. No more loyalty cards
Blockchain tokens can be used at other stores, switched for different cryptocurrency on exchanges or saved.
That means consumers will not have to juggle different rewards with different businesses.
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Advantages to this type of system:
1. Easy adoption for businesses of all sizes
Blockchain can be a game changer for any size business because it enables businesses to create loyalty
programs of their own. Loyalty programs can be put into practice at a lower cost and on a smaller scale with
fewer roadblocks.
2. Easier accounting
Blockchain rewards are simpler for customers to manage without having to juggle multiple cards and
accounts. Businesses will not need an accounting team to handle the complex transactions.
3. Satisfied customers
Rewarding customers for being loyal is one way to achieve return customers. With the help of blockchain,
businesses can revamp their loyalty programs by giving customers greater ownership and flexibility over their
rewards for an overall happier experience.
4. Access a new network of loyal customers
Using blockchain to create a network of partnerships where customers can use their tokens, a business gains
access to a bigger ecosystem of potential customers.

DigitalFlyer® aims to be the first true blockchain-driven business marketplace, elevating doing business
online for its members to a whole new level without requiring our community members to be tech gurus or it
costing a fortune.

Community Business Token (CBT): Quick overview
With the dawn of blockchain technology and cryptocurrencies, DigitalFlyer® launched its own rewards/loyalty
token, CBT (Community Business Token). This rewards token will be used within the DigitalFlyer® rewards
program. CBTs can be used to trade or buy goods and services.
By doing this, CBT and DigitalFlyer® achieve two goals:
1. Providing community business access to the digital marketplace era and their own rewards program
2. Educating more people on safe crypto adoption and trading. CBT is a community driven project, and the
ultimate goal is to grow this token so that we can make a lasting difference in the lives of every member
and their communities. For more information on CBT: Click Here
Visual flow:
Buying and spending are both rewarded, and rewards earned are managed through an integrated wallet.

Buy from sellers in FIAT or Crypto - Spend CBT rewards

Earn CBT rewards
for selling through
DigitalFlyer

Earn CBT
rewards for
buying through
DigitalFlyer

Sell to buyers in FIAT or Crypto
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Rewards can be spent or used in various ways as shown in the diagram below.

Trade CBT on various exchanges.
CBT rewards can be transferred to any
active exchange where CBT is trading.

Ts & Cs do apply interms of rewards withdrawn from the
rewards program.

Swap, stake and P2P (Peer to Peer) selling
options will be available in the new
release of the CBT wallet.

CBT holders and earners, will be able
to pay for services, products and goods
via the marketplace at participating
businesses.

CBT NFT’s and Silver Coin
CBT has also entered the NFT (Non-fungible tokens) space to support local talent. Nico Le Roux, a full-time
artist, has been appointed as CBTs NFT consultant, and the team has devised a strategy to enter the NFT
space with high-quality digital and physical collectibles. The goal is to take care of collectors by providing
them with high-quality “Proudly South African” NFT collectibles. For more information or to view our NFT
collection, please visit: OpenSea.
CBT is proud to announce the release of their “Big Five” themed, limited edition, .999 one ounce fine silver
coin. This new release will go hand-in-hand with our “Big Five” NFT collection. The proudly South African
project aims to create a sustainable future for community businesses. The Big Five theme was chosen to
symbolize our commitment to providing economic sustainability for communities in South Africa.
Building on the existing NFT space of the project, 2022 will see DigitalFlyer®’s own generative NFT server
launch. Through this generative NFT server, various artists, musicians and members will be enabled to
generate their own NFT’s while growing the entertainment and artist industry. DigitalFlyer® and CBT are
already working with a traveling artist on a NFT character who will be a celebrity in its own tourism realm.
Building on the release of the “Big 5” collectible coins, we are already in talks with various silver partners to
enable members to buy, store, and sell silver products. These items will range in size and shape, from specific
collectibles to larger plain volumes.
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Utility Tokens vs Governance Tokens
In layman’s terms, a utility token is a blockchain-based asset that has a specific use within their ecosystem. As
mentioned, CBT is the rewards token that will be used within the DigitalFlyer® platform.
Governance tokens are tokens created to allow token holders to help shape the future of a protocol or
project. A governance token is ultimately a set of rules that a project agrees to follow in order to coordinate
and enable holders to vote.
Understanding the DigitalFlyer®’s business model and fundamentals, as well as the future it hopes to bring
to community businesses, bringing a governance token to the community is the next logical step in taking
the platform into the future of online business, but most importantly, providing its business members with a
world-class platform.

Why DFGT Token?
By launching its own governance token, DFGT (DigitalFlyer® Governance Token), DigitalFlyer® becomes the
first tokenized business marketplace, complete with its own tokenized rewards and loyalty program. DFGT is
a fundamentally backed governance token that provides digital footprint, marketing, and advertising services
for decentralized community businesses.
Generating enough financial resources through the governance token launch can further enhance our
community business marketplace, which will generate recurring income through various streams. These
funds are then used to establish, or rather enable, global community projects that adhere to the three-pillar
structure as discussed above.
DigitalFlyer® built a bridge between the business clients and token holders, where DigitalFlyer® members,
both the seller and the buyer directly benefit CBT and DFGT token holders.
We’re taking the business world into the cryptocurrency era, without overwhelming you with its complexities
– A migration and collaboration between both traditional FIAT and the new era of crypto and blockchain.
Services provided by DigitalFlyer® will be paid and settled in FIAT and DFGT and CBT Tokens. This means the
more active business members and CBT token holders are, the higher the demand for DFGT and CBT tokens,
increasing the value of these tokens as the business and demand increases.
Furthermore, fiat-based client inflow will be converted into CBT traded buybacks, ensuring a constant reward
and loyalty flow of tokens, ultimately benefiting token holders. The CBT price settling mechanism will be
based on consistent client spending, generating demand and allowing project-driven buybacks.

How will the business marketplace,
DigitalFlyer®, through its DFGT play a
role in ensuring the sustainability of this
project?
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DigitalFlyer®: added delivery, above the existing service offering
through DFGT:
With the launch of DFGT, DigitalFlyer® will be able to launch the following new options into its platform:
Business members will be able to pay for membership through:
• DFGT, CBT and FIAT
• Incentives will be announced when paying with crypto currency instead of traditional FIAT
• DFGT holders will receive annual dividends based on the performance of the combined business elements
such as membership fees, silver, NFT sales and CBT price performance.
• DFGT holders will be notified first, and given priority on any new staking, lending or borrowing projects
• DFGT holders will get special voting rights on any and all new development and business change
recommendations by the development team.
• DFGT holders will be able to earn more DFGT tokens through a 4 year staking model.
The DFGT token will allow its holders to vote on project decisions, and members will also be able to earn
dividends from the project.
As a governance business, the DFGT community will be well equipped to work towards becoming a
decentralized business marketing hub that will propel its business members into the next technology phase of
doing online business, while making a generational impact in their communities.

Governance framework, tokenomics model and staking
mechanism:
An important component of DFGT is its incentives structure; everyone holding DFGT must be adequately
incentivized to help the business achieve its goal.
To accomplish this, the DFGT token and staking model must be properly aligned with the governance
structure so that when desired outcomes have been achieved, those that participated in the voting and work
necessary to achieve those goals are rewarded, while inessential goals are rewarded accordingly or not at all.

Governance:
The DFGT token is used to govern all current and future
developments and decision making within DigitalFlyer®
and CBT.
DFGT is utilized in the DFGT liquidity pool.
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Token distribution:
DFGT will be smart-contract based on 1 DFGT per 10,000 CBTs, meaning an initial supply of 7,000,000 mil
DFGT tokens will be allocated for the team and selling to members.
Please see staking options and distribution models below.

At the end of the 4 year cycle a max supply of 23,619,510 DFGT will be in circulation.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Developer allocation 5% - Of which 25% will be locked for 4 years
Marketing allocation 5% - Of which 25% will be locked for 4 years
Project owners’ allocation 10% - Of which 50% will be locked for 4 years
Private-Sales 15% + 35% of team allocation - Of which 50% will be locked for 4 years
Launchpad sales 15% + 35% of team allocation - Of which 50% will be locked for 4 years
Public opening sales 50% + 30% of team allocation - Of which 75% will be locked for 4 years

***Locked – Meaning mandatory staking: Public staking, see roadmap.

The following token sale stages available to buy DFGT tokens:
Private Sales:
Private sales will be available through, to be announced, our launchpad partner, and only be available if the
following criteria is met:
• Must hold CBTs
• Must be a registered user or business member on DigitalFlyer®
Launchpad sales:
The team is currently in discussion with various launchpad sites and will announce which is best suited closer
to the time.
Public Sales:
The final opportunity to buy DFGT will be through various public sale channels, this will be open to the public
and anyone will be able to purchase DFGT via various channels (to be announced closer to launch).
Funds raised distribution plan:
The following table shows the planned distribution of funds raised, with the main focus on development,
marketing and community fund.

Development
Marketing
Community Fund
CBT Buy Back
Team Salaries

55%
13%
25%
2%
5%

NOTE: Yearly, audited financials will be
made available to all DFGT holders, for total
transparency.
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DFGT Staking:
As part of the initial smart contract, all staking yields will be created. All staking yields will be in a locked
wallet, to be distributed according to the below schedule and rules. The schedule for locked tokens to be
unlocked will be a gradual process, based on % release over a 4-year period.
Additional earning option for carrying withdraw allowance each year to be re-staked with initial staking.
Please see below explanation with examples.
There are two staking options, with different staking bonus allocations, see below:
Mandatory Staking APY and Bonus:
A special “Full-term” staking bonus of 50% will be added at the end of the 4 year staking period. Meaning
DFGT holders who stake the full mandatory amount for the full 4 years will receive an additional 50% APY on
the initial staking amount.
Should a new DFGT holder come in after the launch, for example mid-year after launch, staking APY will be
calculated on a pro rata basis.

NOTE: All prorate calculations will be based on a factor of 365 days per year.
•
•
•
•

Year 1 = 30% APY with a MAX withdrawal option of 10% of earnings. DFGT holder can chose to withdraw
or re-stake earned tokens for the remaining staking period.
Year 2 = 30% APY with a MAX withdrawal option of 20% of earnings. DFGT holder can chose to withdraw
or re-stake earned tokens for the remaining staking period.
Year 3 = 30% APY with a MAX withdrawal option of 50% of earnings. DFGT holder can chose to withdraw
or re-stake earned tokens for the remaining staking period.
Year 4 = 30% APY with a MAX withdrawal option of 100% of earnings. DFGT holder can chose to
withdraw or re-stake earned tokens for the remaining staking period.

See Table for Earning potential:
In this example, the DFGT holder decided to only stake the mandatory 50% after purchasing DFGT during
private or public sales.
The DFGT holder has opted to stake the full term and re-stake the yearly withdrawal allowance.

NOTE:
Should a DFGT holder decide to stake more
during any of the staking periods and it does not
complete a full year cycle, a pro rata earning will
be calculated based on the yearly and full-term
bonus % pay-out. This example is based on full
term, adding allowed withdrawal to be re-staked.
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If a DFGT holder did not stake the full holding of DFGTs but decides to stake the rest of your holdings, let’s
say 6 months into the first year, you will receive pro rata yields at the end of that year’s staking schedule.

***Example table below, shows staking calculation based on 1,000 DFGT bought with mandatory staking
amount. of 50% i.e. 500 DFGT staked

DFGT Mandatory Staking
500
Year 2 Staking qty
520
Year 3 Staking qty
541.60
Year 4 Staking qty
608.32

Staking %
50% of 1,000
Staking %
100%
Staking %
100%
Staking %
100%

Intial Staked
APY Earned
Full Term Bonus
Accumalted DFGT end year 4

Yearly Staking Earning
200
Yearly Staking Earning
208
Yearly Staking Earning
216.64
Yearly Staking Earning
243.33

Allowed withdraw 10%
20
Allowed withdraw 20%
41.60
Allowed withdraw 50%
108.32
Allowed withdraw 100%
243.33

500
867.97
493.33
1,861.30

100% holding staking APY and Bonus:
A special “Full-term” staking bonus of 60% will be added at the end of the 4 year staking period. Meaning
DFGT holders who stake their full DFGT holdings for the full 4 years will receive an additional 60% APY on the
initial staking amount.
As an added incentive to stake the full holding, a further 10% staking APY will be added per year.
Should a new DFGT holder come in after the launch, for example mid-year after launch, staking APY will be
calculated on a pro rata basis.

NOTE: All pro rata calculations will be based on a factor of 365 days per year.
•
•
•
•

Year 1 = 40% APY with a MAX withdrawal option of 10% of earnings. DFGT holder can chose to withdraw
or re-stake earned tokens for the remaining staking period.
Year 2 = 40% APY with a MAX withdrawal option of 20% of earnings. DFGT holder can chose to withdraw
or re-stake earned tokens for the remaining staking period.
Year 3 = 40% APY with a MAX withdrawal option of 50% of earnings. DFGT holder can chose to withdraw
or re-stake earned tokens for the remaining staking period.
Year 4 = 40% APY with a MAX withdrawal option of 100% of earnings. DFGT holder can chose to
withdraw or re-stake earned tokens for the remaining staking period.
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See Table for Earning potential:
In this example, DFGT holder decided to stake 100% after purchasing DFGT during private, launchpad and
public sales.

NOTE: Should a DFGT holder decide to stake more during any of the staking periods and it does not
complete a full year cycle, a pro rata earning will be calculated based on the yearly and full-term bonus %
pay-out. This example is based on full term, adding allowed withdrawal to be re-staked.
If a DFGT holder did not stake the full holding of DFGTs but decides to stake the rest of your holdings, let’s
say 6 months into the first year, you will receive pro rata yields at the end of that year’s staking schedule.

**Example table below, shows staking calculation based on 1,000 DFGT bought with 100% being staked.

DFGT Mandatory Staking
1,000
Year 2 Staking qty
1,040
Year 3 Staking qty
1,083.20
Year 4 Staking qty
1,216.64

Staking %
100%
Staking %
100%
Staking %
100%
Staking %
100%

Intial Staked
APY Earned
Full Term Bonus
Accumalted DFGT end year 4

Yearly Staking Earning
400
Yearly Staking Earning
416
Yearly Staking Earning
433.28
Yearly Staking Earning
486.66

Allowed withdraw 10%
40
Allowed withdraw 20%
83.20
Allowed withdraw 50%
216.64
Allowed withdraw 100%
486.66

1,000
1,735.94
891.99
3,627.93

Special notes:
At the end of year 4, a vote will be opened before the end of the staking period, with the recommendations
for % profit taking and continued holding, new earning options and/or continued staking options.
Staking year 1, will start on the day staking module is activated in the CBT wallet. A DFGT holder can choose
to stake a larger portion later in the year and will earn prorate on that year’s APY value. The running year will
be announced, and exact dates of each year will be listed.
DFGT selling process:
At the end of year 4, a vote will be opened before the end of the staking period, with the recommendations
for % profit taking and continued holding, new earning options and/or continued staking options.
To ensure no price dump or manipulation, the following sell rules will apply to all DFGT holders.
It is understandable that holders may require access to funds from time to time, but it is also important to
understand that these processes are required to protect all DFGT long-term holders.
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A maximum of 10% of the total DFGT holdings, that is not staked, may be sold by the DFGT holder, according
to the below.
1. Tokens up for sale must first be offered to current DFGT holders. Offer announcements will be made
possbile through the CBT wallet.
Current DFGT holders will have a time limit of 72 hours to place offers.
2. After 72 hours, the tokens will be placed as a public offer within the CBT wallet, or whichever platform
DFGT might be partnered with.
DFGT holder earnings:
The following paragraphs explain the various earning potential and value growth for DFGT holders.
The price increase of DFGT from selling price will be determined and linked through the following:
1. The business growth of DigitalFlyer® marketplace: Meaning as DigitalFlyer® expands in paid membership
and profit growth.
2. The performance growth and price of CBT utility token.
3. Sales performance in CBT NFTs.
4. Sales performance and price growth in silver sales and the value of silver for CBT silver coin holders.
5. Staking rewards, refer to staking breakdown and earnings
Dividends allocation:
DFGT holders will be paid out in CBT dividends on an annual basis depending on the amount of DFGTs
in active staking of that specific year. This will be in line with the business financial year which ends on 28
February of each year.
Dividends are calculated based on the combined business performance. This will be calculated and
determined based on the performance of the CBT utility token, NFT sales, Silver sales, and the greatest weight
to be allocated from the DigitalFlyer® business performance. This will be a profit-sharing arrangement.
As of the writing of this whitepaper, a profit share of 30% will be allocated to dividends pay-out. This may
increase in the coming years as the company achieves certain profit milestones.

NOTE: All pro rata calculations will be based on a factor of 365 days per year.
Future earning potential:
As the business model expands by allowing more services for which members and customers will be charged
fees, a certain percentage will be allocated to DFGT holders based on a formula that will be determined.
This will be in the form of the rewards and loyalty programs to be implemented.
Technological Specification:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ticker: DFGT
Token Sale Launch date: 15 January 2022
Maximum number of tokens at the 4 year cycle end: 23,619,510
Maximum number of tokens for sale distribution: 7,000,000
Burnable: Yes – At the end of the 4 year staking cycle the team will put out a vote on the burning options.
First launch price: $10.00
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How will the voting process work?
DFGT will implement and use the SnapShot platform for all voting efforts.
DFGT members will have the option to add suggestions and also vote on the suggestions of future releases
and future additions to the DigitalFlyer® marketplace.
To be eligible to vote, a DFGT holder must hold a minimum of 100 DFGTs in an active staking position.
The following voting counts to be allocated:
1. 100 to 1,000 DFGT holders have 1 vote.
2. 1,001 to 5,000 DFGT holders have 2 votes.
3. 5,001 to 10,000 DFGT holders have 3 votes.
4. 10,001+ DFGT holders have 5 votes.
DFGT members will be required to undergo a proof of human process to ensure the elimination of the 51%
attack.
How will the proof of human, or KYC process work?
DigitalFlyer® will implement or work with, to be announced partner, to make the process airtight and ensure
DFGT holders are not able to execute the 51% attack.

How will DFGT be stored?
As the project unfolds, more staking, farming and liquidity pools will be announced.
• DFGT will be staked within the DigitalFlyer® CBT wallet.
• DFGT will have a CBT liquidity pool in the DigitalFlyer® CBT wallet, as well as liquidity pools to be
announced after the launchpad sale stage.
• DFGT will be available for swap or selling to other DFGT members via the DigitalFlyer® marketplace and
CBT wallet.
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Conclusion:
Business owners should not need to struggle with staying ahead of the marketing game, but rather with
improving the customer experience through quality service. The core focus and mission of DigitalFlyer®
and CBT is to enable and connect communities, to assist community businesses and projects entering the
blockchain world with simple, professional, affordable, and supported marketing efforts while introducing
a new community interactive approach. DigitalFlyer® has created and delivered a best-in-class marketing
platform that will propel community-driven businesses into a sustainable and thriving economy.
This will mean that business members can focus on what they do best, their core offering to customers, while
DFGT token holders can participate in the direction and growth of DigitalFlyer®, delivering a real working
solution that services and meets the needs of both buyer and seller. At the same time, business members can
benefit from the loyalty and rewards program by incentivizing their customers to do business with them and
be rewarded.
So, let us return to the critical question on funding a community, with the cry that is on everyone’s lips and
minds: “But I don’t have the funds to do all of these things, I can barely keep my own head above water, how
are we supposed to accomplish this?”
With the addition of DFGT, enough funds can be generated to ensure a solid kick-off but more importantly, to
establish a disruptive environment to the traditional way of thinking and doing things. By generating enough
financial resources through the governance token, the business marketplace can be further enhanced through
DFGT, thanks to the constant advancement of AI technology and social media automated interactions,
and now blockchain technology. This will in return generate recurring income through various streams.
DFGT’s value and demand is dependent on the quality of DigitalFlyer®’s products and service delivery to its
members.
DFGT is the governance component of the larger project, DigitalFlyer® and CBT, which returns control to the
community. Our DFGT holders will be able to participate in the project on a variety of levels, including having
their votes counted, earning dividends based on the performance of DigitiFlyer, and more (details to come).
In summary, the core fundamental of DFGT is to deliver solid, tested and working solutions to its community
business members and buyers.

Bottom line: To grow communities through sustainable business growth.
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Key Team Members:
Dewald Rosema - Founder and CEO
With over 20 years experience in a spectrum of business building, marketing and
sales.
Passion should convert to practical and sustainable solutions that enables the
greater community, to connect and become self sufficient. That is my ultimate
goal and drive in life. How can my passion, make a generational difference?
By completing exactly what we started and this project is all about.
Anything is possible, when a community comes together.
LinkedIn Profile.
Abhishek Meta - COO
A technopreneur and leader, focused on delivery first class solutions.
Holding a degree in business management, with a vision to build a business
world, delivering real solutions to both customer and employee. CEO and
founder of AliteProjects, which has developed some of the most successful
projects for many growing startups and corporates.
LinkedIn Profile.
Elmarie Watson-Smith - Communications Manager
A seasoned communications professional with over 20 years of experience in a
variety of industries.
Actively involved in the DigitalFlyer community projects and customer
development.
Actively empowering community business owners to achieve greater growth and
success. With a passion to facilitate greater adoption of the crypto world in our
communities.
LinkedIn Profile.
Hargobind Gupta - CTO
The journey of Blockchain has been a great learning experience for me. Years
of experience tell me that Blockchain is the engine that will drive the roles,
responsibilities, and accountabilities for businesses in the future.This journey
helped me enriching my skills and problem-solving abilities. It widened the
circumference of my work quite remarkably. Providing architectural designs,
consulting, and implementing solutions to leverage blockchain technology are a
few among many others..
LinkedIn Profile: https://www.linkedin.com/in/dewaldrosema/
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Key Team Members:
Jeetesh Gajjar - Project owner
With 20+ years of experience in versatile Domains and Industries together with
managing many developing business solutions and running lead on various
projects.
My dedication to user experience and solid functionality, is what keeps me
passionate, seeing the results once adoption and business growth becomes a
reality.
LinkedIn Profile.
Deep Yadav - Lead developer
Architecture and full-stack engineer who’s as comfortable working on large-scale
distributed systems as well as single-page web apps.
Contributed on many open source projects like rocket.chat, weaken,
Reactioncommerce etc. Passionate about building apps with React Native, React.
js, Cordova, Meteor and Node.js. Able to deliver great user experiences for the
web, iOS, and Android.
LinkedIn Profile.
Doepie Du Plessis - CFO
Running and managing multi business accounts bla bla bla

LinkedIn Profile.
Urja Patwa (Social Media Manager):
Urja curates and manages the social media content.
She manages all our social media handles and ensures to respond to all our
clients interacting with us on our social media platforms.
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Key Team Members:
Yash Khanapara (Frontend Developer):
Our talented frontend developer, Yash, ensures that users have a seamless
experience with the website.
With his skill set, he makes sure the website is free of bugs, and our visitors have
a good time exploring the website.

Devansh Jain (Backend Developer):
Devansh is the power source of technology and programming for our website.
He works on creating, maintaining, testing and debugging the entire back end to
ensure the website runs smoothly.

Siddhi Shah (Frontend Developer):
Siddhi focuses on improving the user experience by working on code and
technologies on the website.
She also optimizes user interaction by maintaining and enhancing the user
interface.

Priyanka Ramrakhiani (Digital Marketing Strategist):
Priyanka heads the Digital Marketing team, where she helps our business with
campaigns to increase our reach and engagement with our customers.
She focuses on brand building, lead generation and growing social media
outreach.
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Advisory Members:
Stuart Abrahamse
Retired Engineer with 38yrs service in the high speed manufacturing world. Key
roles were predominantly Project and Technical Management. With my extensive
project management experience, passion for, and active crypto portfolio, since
2019, passion to add value to others, I am adding extensive value to this project,
since the inception of CBT and will be continuing into the future.

Christo Goosen
Been involved in the Crypto industry since 2016. During this time, I’ve been
actively mining with my own equipment as well as trading on the Forex and
Crypto markets. Currently I serve on the board of a number of companies.
With 25+ years of ICT experience ranging from technical programming to
management. My technical and business knowledge and experience, has already
added, and will continue to add great value to the complete project.
LinkedIn Profile.

Charles Lundall
A seasoned pilot with too many years to count in business and entreprenural
experience. I have been actively trading and researching crypto since 2016.
My passion to bring smiles around the community, and the scope and already
delivered elements of this project, has caught my full attention and dedication to
work with the founders and teams, but more so the community. Improving and
enhancing our communities through solutions like this, is exactly what is needed.
LinkedIn Profile:
Christian van der Walt
Chris is an entrepreneur, currently completing his Advanced Management
Accounting Degree. He enjoys the freedom of doing his own thing. He has
started, bought, and sold several businesses. At present, he is involved in
multiple ventures across different business sectors. He enjoys the outdoors and
lives passionately for his family.
Chris is also an online trader and Cryptocurrency investor. In 2017 he ventured
into the Crypto space and is now directly involved in a number of Crypto
projects. His portfolio encompasses a broad spectrum of Cryptocurrencies,
including everything from top 10 Market Cap coins to small project tokens. In
addition, he is deeply invested in the Defi space. He also owns several NFTs and
property in multiple metaverses.
LinkedIn Profile.
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ROADMAP:
What can our DFGT, CBT and DigitalFlyer® members expect in terms of project milestones?
The order of each milestone is not the order of completion, each quater will have a number of actions to
complete. Remember to always stay up to date by participating in the project’s social media channels:
You can find all channels and more project information by visiting this URL: https://linktr.ee/CBTCommunity

Phase 1 - 2022:
•
•
•
•
•

•

First Golf Day
• Hosting our first Community Business Golf Day - 1 April 2022
Community Business Expo
• Hosting our 4th Community Business Expo.
Website Go-live
Launchpad Announcement
DFGT token smartcontract
• DFGT Pre Sale
• DFGT Launchpad Sale
• DFGT Public Sale
Staking and Farming Pools
• Deploy Daap with Staking and farming pools where users can stake DFGT, CBT, and other LP tokens
to earn yield.

Phase 2 - 2022:
•
•
•

•
•

DFGT Swapping
• Swap DFGT for CBT, CBT for DFGT and other LP tokens
Contracts Audit
CBT Wallet Upgrade
• Revamp the current CBT wallet to be the one-stop solution for the entire DFGT utilities.
• FIAT support
• Borderless payments
Business Launchpad
• Launchpad will be a one-stop solution for all the needs of a small business like Funding, Digital
marketing, AI content marketing tools, etc.
Voting platform activated

Phase 3 - 2022:
•
•
•

DigitalFlyer New Marketing Modules release
Landing and Borrowing platform
• Smartcontract based peer to peer lending and borrowing platform
Reward Program Release
• An intelligent game theory-based algorithm to reward community users for both online and offline
activities. Tracking of both types of activities will be governed based on the smartcontract onchain

New Road Map updates, will be announced as the project progress.
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